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Following is the text of the speech of the 
President, 	 Dr. Shanker Deyai Sharrna at the 
presentation of colours to the Western Fleet of the 

Indian Navy in Mumbai today: 

It gives me immense pleasure to be on board the INS Viraat for the 
Presentation of Colours to the Western Fleet. 

The Western Fleet is a premier fleet of the Indian Navy, with a tradition 
of valour and courage in the service of our Motherland, during war and peace. 
It covered itself with gloiy during the 1971 operations in the Arabian Sea. 
Professionalism, determination, devotion to duty and the pursuit of excellence 
have been the hallmarks of this fighting force. On this occasion I felicitate 
all serving and retired persotinel of the Western Fleet and of the Indian Navy 
for their contributions in making our nation vibrant, strong and united. 

As an ancient sea-faring nation with a vast coastline, India has a long 
experience of naval power and prowess. The Rg Veda, the oldest extant 
scripture, refers to boats with a hundred oars - icii1bi 
ships have facilitated a flourishing trade of products and commodities and a 
dynamic exchange of ideas, culiires and philosophies which have expanded 
the horizons of human thought and have contributed to the greater good of 
all humankind. They have been carriers of India's niessage of Peace and 
Goodwill. 

During the period of Chattrapati Shivaji the Great, a very carefully 
thought out effort was made to build a navy with a clearly defined sphere of 
action in this region. The name of Kanhoji Angre is famous in our history 
for his leadership, patriotism and the successes he registered in numerous 
naval engagements. 

In the five decades of Freedom the Indian Navy has developed into a 
multi-dimensional service with separate air and submarine arms. It has 
expanded and increased in size, structure and composition. Progressively, 
our force is being indigenised. Today we can be proud of our professional 
naval force and of its magnificent contribution to national security. 
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by rapid tccllnolc)gjcal advances, where equipment is faced with quick 

obsolescence, it is necessary to strengthen effrts br modernizing our navy 

to ensure that it becomes a world class navy. A multi-pronged strategy 
involving cooperation with oth'r countries as well as siepping up indigenous 

R&D eftorts and enhancing ship building capacity and capabilities should 
he pursued vigorously. 

I am reminded ofwhat Srnt. Indira Gandhi had said while 
commissioning the First India-built frigate, INS Nilgiri on 3rd June, 1972 
[1 (ltlotCi 

"We speak ofihree Forces. But Defence Production is the fourth Force. 
¶ 

	

	 And unless the toLlrth Force is strong, the other three cannot gkc of 
their best and a country caanot he truly strong." I Unquotej 

As I indicated in my Address at the opening of Parliament earlier this 

year, the Governmentis committed to the modernization of the navy on an 

urgent basis and several steps to upgrade and equip the navy are being 
undertaken. 

It is the personnel of any institution which determines the quality and 
contribution of that institution in the attainment of national goals and 

Protection of national interests. The navy is no exception. Our officers and 
sailors arc known For their high degree of competence, pmfcssionalism and 
devotion to duty. We have a young and highly qualified navy. Through 

constant training on modern and up-to-date equipment the professional 

capabilities of our saliors should be enhanced and upgraded on a continuing 
basis. 

Our sailos meet the rigours ola hard and di Ificuit iife at sea. cheerfully 
and without complaiiit . As I look around, I see bright, enthusiastic and 
confident fccs. I see thc  face ol' young lndia, the India of the twenty first 
century. The navy is truly il national instifltUon, representing the gioricus 
diversity and the essential Oflefless of India. 

As in the past. our navy will be a factor For peace and sahihitv in our 
region and, indeed, the world. We build our strengtil  in the cause of 
maintaining and sakguarding Peace. The Indian ethos is one of peace and 
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non-violence. Our deep and abiding conviction is that durable prosperity 
and progress is tèasihle only in an aunosphere of peace. India is prepared to 
explore ways and means of forging and sustaining the peace in our 

neighbourhood 

We have always come lo the assistance o friendly countries. The 
Western Fleet rendered timely help in the Maldives and Sri I 'anka in their 
hour of need. It has participated in a commendahic manner in the UN Peace 
Keeping Operation in Somalia. Acting as Ambassadors of goodwill on visits 
to ports in the Indian Ocean ht;toral, the Western Fleet has earned universal 

admiration and respect. 

The Colours that have been presented to the Western Fleet today, 
symbolize the honoor, the courage and sense of commitment of the Indian 
Navy. When the President's Colours were presented to the Indian Navy for 
the first time, by Dr. Rajendra Prasad on 27th May. 1951, he had said: 

i quotej 

"It is of the utmost importance that (the navy) should stand steadfastly 
as the ever vigilant sentinels of peace and freedom of this ancient 

land." Unquotei 

I would like to reiterate that exhortation to you today. 

The nation is proud of the Indian Navy and stands behind its valiant 
sailors in their sacred task of protecting and defending our Motherland. I 
wish the Indian Navy success and glory May you go from strength to strength 
as a force for Peace, National Sccuritv and advancement. 




